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August 14, 1981

kDocket No. 50-423
qA01644 ,

''N 2 4 jg Q7

& NunMr. Boyce H. Grier, Director (,7
s

Region I '

Office of Inspection and Enforcement #b
-U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

631 Park Avenue
AEC-MP3-245King of Prussia, PA 19406

Reference: (1) B. H. Grier letter to W. G. Counsil. IE Bulletin
No. 81-02: Failure of Gate Type Valves to Close
Against Differential Pressure, dated April 9, 1981.

Gentlemen:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 3
Response to IE Bulletin No. 81-02

In Reference (1) , the NRC Staff requested that Northeast Nuclear
Energy Company (NNECO) submit a report listing the affected valves
identified in the above bulletin and state their planned service
life, the maximum dif ferential pressure at whic'- they would be re-
quired to close, the safety consequences if the valve didn't close,
the corrective action taken or planned and the schedule for completing
the corrective action.

After investigation, we found three (3) valves which were identified
in the subject bulletir. These valves all have the same valve I.D.,

4GM78FN with Westinghouse tag numbers 8438A, B, and C. They have
the function of Centrifugal Charging Pump discharge isolation valves
and must close against a maximum differential pressure of 2750 psi.
In the event of a high energy line break, these valves provide iso-
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letion capabilities. However, if they were to fail to close, the
safety consequences would be small because the broken line could bel

isolated by other means such as pulling the breaker for a charging
pump and clo2ing available manual valves.
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During the EPRI testing at Marshall Station the subject valves failed
to fully close against full flow steam conditions. These unsuccessful
tests were performed using specified operator torque settings. Several
successful tests were performed with a dif ferent motor operator. The
results of the successful test with the different operator showed
the valve will operate as intended with an adequate motor operator.

Since the valve supplier, Westinghouse-EMD, has not yet built these
valves, corrective action will be taken during their mcnufacture to
ensure that they are capable of closing under the maximum differential
pressure.

We trust the above report responds properly to the subject bulletin.
And, in assisting you in evaluating the value/ impact of this Bulletin,
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it is estimated that approximately fif ty (50) man-hours were expended in
the review and preparation of correspondence required by this Bulletin.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

(u j t,

W. G. Counsil
Senior Vice President
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l By: J./p.' Cagnetta /
Vice Pfe'sident Nucl' ear and
Environmental Engineering

cc: Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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